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 Author’s note: This story is very extreme at times so read at your own discretion. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 Eva and Erica (in white lingerie and black lingerie, respectively) shove a naked and 

exhausted Rebecca through a door into the private torture room they’ve reserved for the next 

hour here on the Sunday morning of Total Domination Three. Erica and the UWWL world 

champion strap Rebecca to a torture table, and they can hear Lauren screaming through the wall 

as Molly works on her in the next room. Lauren and Rebecca are in such demand during this 

weekend of Hell that Monica had to actually negotiate a schedule for their suffering and 

humiliation.  

 

Eva and Erica secure the leader of The Superpowers so that she is on her back with her wrists 

bound to either side of her head and her legs up spread wide in stirrups similar to a woman in 

labor. The bad girls then take thin metal bars similar to the handles of a walker and put them on 

either side of Rebecca’s sensitive pussy (which to this point has endured over 36 hours of 

constant abuse) before Eva stretches out her labia and sews Rebecca’s pussy lips to the metal 

bars to keep them stretched open really, really wide. Erica then puts her hand on Eva’s shoulder 

and says, “We have this bitch for an hour… and I want to see what you’re capable of. Do your 

absolute worst to this fucking loser.” The now retired leader of The Underworld then stands back 

and folds her arms, waiting for her pupil and friend to demonstrate her abilities. The Naughty 

Nurse smirks at this challenge because she has absolutely coveted an opportunity to have 

Rebecca’s pussy all to herself; giving the sadistic world champion an hour with Rebecca’s 

sensitive pussy is like giving a fresh canvas to Pablo Picasso.    

 

The Naughty Nurse begins by inserting a large metal speculum into Rebecca’s vagina and 

spreading it open wide, so that the tag team champion is bound and helpless with her labia and 

vagina spread open as wide as possible - completely exposed and vulnerable. Rebecca softly 

gasps as the speculum gets stretched open, but she knows that this pain is nothing compared to 

what’s coming. Rebecca has been tortured by the heels so many times in her professional 

wrestling career that she knows to expect the worst. The worst is exactly what The Naughty 

Nurse plans on giving the blonde bitch… as she reaches into her medical kit and takes out a 

brand new torture device that she created just for Rebecca and her ultimate weakness. Eva calls it 

“the G spot plug” – it’s very similar to the cervix plug that she used on Jen when she won the 

world title in the Bunkhouse Stampede except it’s shaped more like a diminutive ball than a coin. 

Rebecca tenses up a little in her binds as she senses the impending torment. The UWWL world 

champion takes the small device and inserts it deep into Rebecca’s vagina, and then curls her 

fingers up to insert it snugly into Rebecca’s G spot cavity. Rebecca gasps again and jostles a 

little as she feels the device press against her most sensitive area… but then Eva pushes a button 

on the back of the device and it expands to spread open Rebecca’s G spot cavity, small 

electrified spikes come out of it like the spines of a blowfish, and the spikes start to vibrate as 

they electrocute Rebecca’s G spot. The golden haired beauty smarts screaming, and her screams 

intensify as a small, coarse, electrified metal brush emerges from the front of the device that is 



directly pressed into the most sensitive part of Rebecca’s G spot… and it starts to slowly and 

firmly sweep up and down against Rebecca’s sensitive area to scrape against the tender spot 

while surging electricity into it internally. Rebecca gets an expression of horror on her face as 

she continues to s c r e a m with increasing intensity, creating a hellish chorus as her screams 

mingle with Lauren’s through the wall from next door.  

 

Eva looks over at Erica for approval from her mentor, but the 4 time former world champion just 

stands there with her arms folded and a blank expression on her face like a stern piano teacher 

during a recital. The Naughty Nurse enjoys Rebecca’s suffering for a bit (as her intense screams 

gradually die down to exasperated moans, with her body slightly quivering and her pubic area  

undulating from the G spot plug inside), and then she decides to move on to her next sadistic 

perversion.      

 

Eva goes back into her medical kit and takes out a very small, metal clitoral vise grip, designed 

to isolate and squeeze a clitoris so that it billows out to become fully exposed and vulnerable. 

The Naughty Nurse carefully places the clit vise on Rebecca’s sensitive nub of womanhood and 

starts to slowly close the clamp to s q u e e z e Rebecca’s clitoris and make it puff up a little bit 

like someone puckering their lips. Rebecca’s quivering and moaning increases little by little as 

the vise gets tighter and tighter on her clit. And then the UWWL world champion does 

something absolutely unthinkable. She reaches into her medical kit and pulls out a small electric 

shock box, and plugs it in. Eva then gets out seven needles with wires behind them that connect 

with the shock box, and when she hooks the wires into the shock box the needles start to slightly 

hum and vibrate from being alive with electricity. Holy fuck. Eva then flicks a switch on the 

shock box and the needles start to turn slightly orange as they heat up in addition to being 

electrified. Rebecca lies back in her binds with a wild expression on her face from enduring the 

G spot plug and the clit vise… but she has no idea about the hell that’s in store for her.   

 

The sadistic world champion takes the first vibrating, heated needle, places it against the left side 

of Rebecca’s clitoris… and slowly, firmly pushes it through the sensitive genital tissue like a 

magician pushing a sword through a basket with his scantily clad assistant inside. Rebecca’s eyes 

go wide and she starts to shriek in disbelief from her clit being punctured, and she can feel the 

excruciating pain from the heat and electricity coursing into her clitoris from the needle poking 

through. One down and six to go. Eva takes the next needle… and sticks it through the right side 

of Rebecca’s clitoris this time, while the leader of The Superpowers shrieks even more – 

becoming frantic and terrified over what is happening to her. The Naughty Nurse picks up the 

third electrified needle and pushes it down into her clitoris from above, before taking the fourth 

one and sticking it into the sensitive nub of womanhood from below. Rebecca’s clit now has four 

needles through it, and her clitoris looks like an animal slated for dissection in a biology class as 

it’s pinned and spread out to an obscene degree.   

 

For the fifth needle Eva places it against the left side of Rebecca’s clit once again and she pushes 

it in part way to leave the tip of the needle inside Rebecca’s clit so it can electrocute the little nub 

of femininity from the inside. Rebecca’s clit is actually slightly vibrating from being electrocuted 

internally, and the two time former world champion is now emitting animalistic shrieks of agony 

and shock. Eva does the same thing with the sixth needle except she pushes it in from the right 

side of the clit, leaving the tip in to surge in electricity and heat. Finally, Eva picks up the 



seventh needle, holds it up so that Rebecca can see it with her frightened, wide open blue eyes, 

and then The Naughty Nurse pushes the needle straight forward right into the tip of Rebecca’s 

agonized clitoris. The UWWL world champion then stands back and relishes the suffering of her 

victim for a few moments. Rebecca’s animalistic screams reverberate throughout the room and 

drown out Lauren’s screams from next door… until Rebecca’s throat gets too hoarse and the 

screams eerily die down to be replaced by terrified gasps.  

 

The Naughty Nurse wants to put the final strokes on this torture masterpiece by using her 

trademark – the dreaded cervix tickler. Using the cervix tickler on top of the G spot plug and the 

electrified, heated needles might literally drive Rebecca insane, but Eva would love to have 

bragging rights as the one who broke Dr. Rebecca Williams once and for all – without having 

ever faced her one on one in the ring. The Naughty Nurse turns her precious device on, making 

the teeth-like tip crackle with electricity, and then she slowly inserts the thin torture dildo into 

Rebecca’s speculum-spread cunt, being careful to not disturb the heated needles currently 

zapping her clitoris internally. Eva shoves the tickler back to its target, and makes the teeth shoot 

back into Rebecca’s cervix like a grappling hook to start electrocuting the threshold of her 

womb. The quivering, helpless good girl starts making unintelligible, guttural noises like a 

madwoman.  

 

Inside her mind Rebecca is beside herself with agony and fear. She has been through everything 

in her up and down wrestling career, and she has been tortured countless times by the sadistic 

heels, but this is the sickest, most depraved thing that anybody has ever done to her. In her pain-

crazed mind Rebecca manages to think to herself, my God this pain in unbelievable… I can 

handle She-Devil on a good night, I beat Erica in our series on the world tour, and I made Amy 

tap out to win my first world title… but this is the most dangerous woman I have ever 

encountered. This bitch knows how to hurt me more deeply than anyone else, and she is my 

biggest challenge ever. My God I can’t stand this…  I can’t stand this… I can’t STAND THIS!  

And as Rebecca suffers, she… breaks. She realizes that she can’t fight the agony anymore, so 

she gives in to it and for the rest of this torture session she becomes more animal than human – 

moments of begging and sobbing for her agony to stop interspersed with periods of helpless, 

pain-infused catatonia. Helplessly reduced to the frightened little child that exists deep down 

inside us all. And she takes with her a primal terror of this sadistic former nurse; Rebecca 

realizes that one day she simply has to face this woman in the ring to get revenge for this 

unspeakable torture. She simply has to defeat Eva Charnoff to preserve her competitive spirit and 

reclaim what has been taken from her in this torture room.  

 

While Rebecca has these agony-stricken ruminations Erica finally breaks her stern persona to 

come up and hug Eva from behind, and then the two of them sit and watch Rebecca’s extreme 

suffering like a parent and child enjoying a well-constructed campfire. Erica kisses Eva on the 

cheek from behind, spins her around, hugs her, and then, holding Eva’s arms, she looks her in the 

eyes and says, “What you have done to this bitch here is very impressive… very impressive. 

Rebecca Williams has been a major thorn in the side of the UWWL heels for many years, and in 

less than 35 minutes you have reduced her to a blubbering, pathetic mess. I couldn’t think of a 

better person to take over for me now that I’m retired. Eva… I want you to take over as the next 

leader of The Underworld.”  

 



The usually subdued world champion gets a radiant smile on her face, hugs Erica in return, and 

says, “Erica… this is the greatest honor I could ever have bestowed to me. I accept 

wholeheartedly, and thank you.”  

 

Erica replies, “No, thank you, Eva. I thought that bitch Jennifer would be the one to follow in my 

footsteps, but she turned out to be a selfish prima donna. You’re the real deal, and I want to pass 

the torch to you before I have my neck surgery in a few weeks.” 

 

Eva then turns back to the task at hand: torturing Rebecca Williams during this precious hour. 

Eva goes up to her, and removes the seventh needle from the tip of Rebecca’s clit. Rebecca emits 

a mild gasp of relief amidst her torture crazed ravings. Eva proceeds to remove all of the other 

needles one by one, and then she reaches in, switches off the G spot plug, and slowly removes it 

from deep inside Rebecca’s vagina. Through all of this Rebecca gasps in a combination of mild 

relief and aftershocks of anguish from the cessation of her various torments. Eva then yanks off 

the teeth of the cervix tickler, and starts to slowly pull it out of Rebecca’s vagina so she can 

move on to another torture… but then Rebecca’s crotch area visibly tightens, her pussy lips start 

to spasm, and Rebecca shakes in her binds as she S C R E A M S at the top of her lungs for about 

twenty seconds until her pussy lips stop quivering and she starts to breathe heavily with sweat 

trickling down her gorgeous face as if she just had a huge orgasm. Eva and Erica glance at each 

other in tacit understanding, and near disbelief, as Eva says, “Erica… I think that Rebecca just 

had a torture contraction.”  

 

Erica replies, “I thought they weren’t medically possible.”  

 

Eva then responds, “Apparently they’re real – and we just gave one to Rebecca. Rebecca actually 

just had a contraction, only it was triggered by torture.”  

 

Erica suggests, “You know… right now Rebecca is more vulnerable than she has ever been. 

Ever. And we have less than twenty minutes left until our time with her is up. See if you can give 

her more pain contractions.”  

 

Eva smirks as if to silently say with pleasure, and then she takes her cervix tickler again, moves 

it back to its target deep back in Rebecca’s speculum stretched vagina, and works it into 

Rebecca’s cervix for a bit… and when she pulls the tickler away Rebecca’s mid-section clenches 

again as her labia quivers and she screams from another torture contraction coursing through her. 

The world champion gives Erica a look of victory, and then she expertly starts to elicit torture 

contraction after torture contraction from Rebecca – as soon as one ends then the next one 

begins, so that Rebecca experiences an endless wave of extreme, unthinkable agony over the 

next 15 minutes. Being the sadistic torture expert that she is The Naughty Nurse takes note of 

how to bring about the hardest and longest lasting contractions, so that over time Rebecca’s 

agony exponentially increases as her subsequent contractions are longer and more intense. At 

one point Eva switches from her cervix tickler to an electrified violet wand torture dildo as a 

little experiment… and the violet wand produces even more intense torture contractions – 

eventually eliciting a slow, roiling, steadily increasing wave of extreme agony through Rebecca 

that lasts almost a full minute as she writhes in her binds while emitting intense, pain stricken 

gasps with her eyes wide open in a horrified expression of pure anguish. Eva uses the violet 



wand to bring forth yet another pain contraction from her hapless victim but then Monica knocks 

on the door, sticks her head into the room, and says, “Your time is up, ladies – a group of rich 

men paid a lot of money to use Rebecca for a bukkake session before The Inferno gets her later. 

Let’s go.” 

 

Monica has no idea about the UWWL-shaking ramifications that occurred in this room over the 

past hour.     


